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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
ALTITUDE EVALUATION OF SEVERAL AFTERBURNER DESIGN VARIABLES 
ON A J47-GE-17 TURBOJET ENGINE 
By Willis M. Braithwaite, Curtis L. Walker, 
and Joseph N. Sivo 
SUMMARY 
An investigation was conducted in an NACA altitude chamber to 
evaluate the effectiveness of turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes 
and vortex generators, fuel distribution modifications, and after-
burner shell cooling as means of improving afterburner performance. 
Installation of the turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex 
generators resulted in a lower total-pressure loss through the after-
burner and an altered air-flow profile at the afterburner inlet. 
Therefore, it was necessary to modify the fuel distribution to provide 
a good fuel-air environment at the flame holder. Another result of 
the installation of the turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and 
vortex generators was the reduction of the afterburner shell temper-
ature by approximately 1000 R. An additional 1000 R reduction in the 
afterburner shell temperature was obtained with a ceramic-coated 
corrugated liner. 
The best afterburner configuration of this investigation incorpo-
rated the turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex generators, 
the ceramic-coated corrugated liner, and a fuel distribution that 
provided a good fuel-air environment at the flame holder. This config-
uration had higher afterburner combustion efficiencies than the orig-
inal configuration, and the altitude limit was in excess of 54,000 
feet. At low altitudes, the operation of this configuration was not 
limited by afterburner shell temperatures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Current and proposed military aircraft require thrust in addition 
to normal engine thrust for take-off, climb, and high speed at high 
altitudes. Using an afterburner is one method of meeting these require-
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ments for additional thrust. Accordingly, the NACA is actively con-
ducting several related afterburner programs. 
The investigation reported herein presents information on design 
factors and modifications of the production afterburner for the 
J47-GE-17 turbojet engine designed for medium temperature operation. 
The present report is concerned only with the afterburner performance 
and operating characteristics. Altitude-starting characteristics of 
two of the configurations in this report are discussed in reference 1. 
This investigation was conducted with an engine equipped with a 
variable-area exhaust nozzle and operated over a range of simulated 
flight conditions in a 10-foot-diameter altitude test chamber at the 
NACA Lewis laboratory. 
The initial configuration .18S developed by the manufacturer from a 
previous production afterburner by incorporating design modifications 
indicated by investigations reported in references 2 to 5. In the 
present investigation, attention was focused on three primary factors 
in order to improve the performance and operating limits: (1) turbine-
outlet gas whirl, (2) matching of the fuel distribution with the mass-
flow distribution of the turbine gases, and (3) afterburner shell 
cooling. Previous investigations (ref. 6) indicate that turbine-outlet 
gas whirl can have a detrimental effect on the performance character-
istics of the afterburner. Accordingly, the effect of turbine-outlet 
gas-straightening vanes and vortex generators on performance was 
evaluated in this investigation. Several fuel-spray-bar configurations 
were also evaluated in order to provide satisfactory matching of the 
fuel distribution with the mass-flow distribution. It was desirable to 
evaluate methods of afterburner shell cooling, since maximum thrust can 
be limited by afterburner shell temperatures. Two methods of cooling 
t he afterburner shell were investigated: (1) the incorporation of a 
method of fuel distribution that provided a lean fuel-air mixture near 
the outer shell and (2) installation of a ceramic-coated corrugated 
liner in the burner section. 
The performance with these modifications incorporated is presented 
over a range of altitudes up to 50,000 feet. Data are presented in 
tabular and graphical form to show the effects on afterburner perform-
ance of turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex generators, 
fuel distribution, and a ceramic-coated corrugated liner and to 
illustrate the effect of variations in flight conditions on one of the 
best afterburner configurations. 
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APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Installation 
The engine was installed in an altitude chamber that is 10 feet in 
diameter and 60 feet long (fig. 1). A honeycomb installed in the 
chamber upstream of the test section straightened and smoothed the flow 
of the inlet air. A forward bulkhead) which incorporated a labyrinth 
seal around the forward end of the engine) separated the engine-inlet 
air from the exhaust and provided a means of maintaining a pressure 
difference across the engine. A 14-inch butterfly valve in the forward 
bulkhead provided cooling air for the engine compartment) and a rear 
bulkhead prevented recirculation of exhaust gases about the engine. 
The exhaust gas from the jet nozzle was discharged into an exhaust dif-
fuser to recover some of the kinetic energy of the jet and thus to ex-
tend the capacity of the exhaust system. The combustion in the after -
burner was observed through a periscope located directly behind the 
engine. 
Engine 
A J47-GE-17 afterburning turbojet engine was used in this inves-
tigation. The engine has a static sea-level thrust rating of 5420 
pounds without afterburning at the rated engine speed of 7950 rpm and a 
turbine-discharge temperature of 17600 R for an inlet air temperature 
of 5190 R. At this operating condition) the air flow is 104 pounds per 
second. The over-all length of the engine and afterburner is approx-
imately 228 inches) and the maximum diameter is 41 inches. The dry 
weight of the engine and afterburner) including the electronic control 
and airframe mounted components) is 3553 pounds. The electronic control 
(described in ref. 1) controls the engine speed by regulating engine 
fuel flow and controls the turbine-outlet temperature by regulating the 
exhaust-nozzle area. 
Afterburner Assembly 
A diagram of the afterburner assembly is shown in figure 2. The 
following were common to all configurations: conical diffuser) two-
ring V flame holder mounted by struts from the inner body) converging 
conical burning section) and variable-area clamshell exhaust nozzle. 
The conical inner body) mounted from the outer shell by four tubular 
rods) contained the fuel manifolds and a depressed flame seat in the 
downstream end. Fuel was supplied to the afterburner by an air-turbine 
fuel pump driven by compressor bleed air. 
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Modifications to the afterburner, which wer e incorporated in six 
configurations, are listed in table I. The fuel-distribution patterns 
and spray-bar designs are presented in figure 3. A photograph of the 
turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex generators is shown 
in figure 4. The ceramic-coated corrugated liner is shown installed in 
the afterburner section in figure 5. The ceramic used was National 
Bureau of Standards number A418, primarily composed of chromium oxide. 
The six configurations are grouped as to purposes of the modifica-
tions. The first group of modifications was selected to show the effect 
of straightening vanes on engine and afterburner performance. This 
group included the manufacturer's original configuration A and config-
uration B, which was made by incorporating in configuration A straight-
ening vanes and vor tex gener ator s at the turbine outlet and a 4-inch 
shorter fuel mixing length (t he radial fuel distribution was equivalent 
to that of configuration A). The shorter fuel mixing length was a 
result of moving the spray bars downstream of the inner-cone supporting 
struts to allow equidistant circumferential spacing of the bars. 
The second group of configurations was selected to illustrate the 
effect of modified fuel distribution. These configurations were geo-
metrically Similar, all having straightening vanes, vortex generators, 
and corrugated liners. Configuration C had a radial fuel distribution 
equivalent to the original configuration A. In configurations D and E, 
the fuel distribution was modified to compensate for the shift in maSs-
flow profile caused by the installation of the straightening vanes and 
vortex gener ators . This modification was based on the total-pressure 
profil e at the diff'user outlet . The spr ay bar for configuration D had 
equally spaced holes of varied diameters, while the bar for configura-
tion E had varied spacing of equally sized holes. The bar for c onfig-
uration E, designed by the manufacturer, was a uniorifice bar with a 
meter ing orifice at the inlet to the bar that permitted the use of 
larger spray holes to prevent pl ugging by foreign mater i a l in the fuel. 
The third group of modifications was selected to evaluate several 
methods of cooling the outer shell. Configurations A, B, C, and Fare 
compared. Configuration A was the original configuration already de-
scribed. Configuration F had a fuel distribution that was lean near the 
outer shell but was otherwise the same as configuration A. Configura-
tion B differed from configurat ion A in that turbine-outlet gas-
straightening vanes and vortex generators were added, and configuration 
C differed from configuration B only by the addition of the corrugated 
liner. 
Instrumentation 
Engine-inlet air flow was determined by pressure and temperature 
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tation measured the engine midframe air bleed, which was subtracted 
from the engine- inlet air flow in order to obtain the afterburner air 
flow. Turbine-outlet temperature was calculated from engine performance, 
and turbine-outlet temperature for the electronic control was deter-
mined by averaging the engine manufacturer's eight thermocouples. The 
angle of whirl of the gas flow was measured at the diffuser outlet by 
means of a rotatable rake (fig. 6(b)). Twenty-five thermocouples 
attached to the afterburner shell measured temperatures at station 8, 
located 79~ inches downstream of the turbine-outlet flange (fig. 6(c)). 
Total pressures at the exhaust-nozzle inlet were obtained with a water-
cooled survey rake (fig. 6Cd)) , and ambient pressure in the region of 
the exhaust-nozzle outlet was determined by static-pressure probes in 
the plane of the e4haust nozzle. Engine and afterburner fuel flows 
were measured by ca librat ed rotameters. The fuel used in this inves-
tigation was MIL-F-5624A grade JP-4. 
PROCEDURE 
The inlet and exhaust conditions for these tests were determined 
by the altitude and flight Mach number according to NACA standard 
atmosphere; 100- percent ram pressure recovery was assumed. Afterburner 
performance data were obtained over a range of altitudes from 15,000 
to 50,000 feet at a flight Mach number of 0.6 and a range of flight 
Mach numbers from 0.4 to 1.0 at an altitude of 30,000 feet. For each 
flight condition, data were obtained at rated engine speed and turbine-
outlet temperature as maintained by the electronic integral control for 
a range of fuel-air ratiOS. 
The range of fuel-air ratios at each flight condition represents, 
in general, the practical operating range for the afterburner. The 
rich operating limit was determined by afterburner shell temperature 
limit (20100 R) or by maximum nozzle opening. It should be noted that, 
with the electronic control, exhaust-nozzle area is a function of 
exhaust-gas temperature. Therefore, maximum nozzle opening was either 
the physical limit of the nozzle or the area obtained_with maximum 
temperature for those configurations that reached a point of decreasing 
temperature with increasing fuel flow. The lean limit of operation 
was indicated by unsteady (OSCillatory) combustion in the afterburner 
or blow-out of the flame. Over the range of conditions investigated 
(turbine-outlet pressures up to 2950 Ib/sq ft with fuel-air ratios 
up to 0.04), this unsteady combustion at the lean limit was the only 
oscillatory combustion phenomenon encountered. No significant altitude 
limits were obtained for these configurations because of limitations of 
the altitude exhaust facilities. For afterburning conditions, the fac-
ility was limited to about 54,000 feet, which corresponds to a turbine-
outlet total pressure of about 580 pounds per square foot . 
.. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ------~~--.~ 
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The jet thrust produced by the engine and afterburner was measured 
by a self-balancing null-type pneumatic thrust cell. A sketch of the 
linkage from the engine to the thrust cell is presented in figure l(b) . 
The symbols and methods of calculation are presented in the appendix. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of this investigation are discussed in relation to the 
three factors considered for improving the afterburner performance; 
that is) (1) reduction of whirl in the turbine-outlet gas) (2) matching 
of the fuel distribution with the mass-flow distribution, and (3) cool-
ing of the afterburner shell. The altitude performance data are pre-
sented in tabular form in table II and in graphical form in figures 7 
to 17. 
Effects of Turbine-Outlet Gas-Straightening Vanes and 
Vortex Generators on Afterburner Performance 
The performance of an afterburning engine may be detrimentally 
affected by high angle of whirl of the turbine-outlet gases (ref. 6). 
The addition of a whirl velocity produces high resultant velocities 
that make burning more difficult. Furthermore, a high angle of whirl 
produces high total-pressure losses in the burner that are particularly 
noticeable during nonafterburning operation. Whirl losses are less 
pronounced during combustion, probably because the high level of tur-
bulence during combustion reduces the whirl component of the flow. 
Since whirl angle increases with diffusion (ref. 7), measurements 
of the whirl were made at the diffuser outlet to obtain the maximum 
angle and the results are presented in figure 7. The method of obtain-
ing this curve is the same as used in reference 6. The direction of 
whirl was opposite to turbine rotation, as indicated by the negative 
o 
angles on figure 7) and was greater than 30 over most of the passage. 
The installation of the turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and 
vortex generators, designed by the manufacturer to reduce the whirl 
angle and to provide a uniform velocity profile, resulted in only 100 
whirl in the same counterrotational direction. 
Effect on afterburner-inlet temperature and pressure profiles. -
Installation of the turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex 
generators caused a shift in afterburner-inlet temperature profile in 
relation to the control thermocouple. After the vanes and vortex gen-
erators were installed, the average burner-inlet gas temperature was 
from 400 to 700 R lower for the same indicated control temperature. 
--------
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This effect can be seen by inspection of data from table II. The 
setting of turbine-outlet temperature with the manufacturer's instru-
mentation resulted in operation at a lower turbine-outlet temperature 
and resulting lower nonafterburning thrusts for the configurations 
having straightening vanes and vortex generators. 
7 
Another effect of the straightening vanes and vortex generators 
was a slightly more uniform total-pressure distribution (fig. 8) at the 
diffuser-outlet (station 6). This trend in total-pressure profile 
indicates more nearly uniform mass-flow and velocity distribution of 
the combustion gases. However, a comparison of the pressure levels on 
figure 8 is invalid because of the different temperature levels. 
Effect on internal performance. - A comparison of the total-
pressure-loss ratios before and after the straightening vanes and 
vortex generators were installed is presented in figure 9. In the 
configuration with vanes and vortex generators (configuration B)) the 
turbine-outlet total-pressure measurements were made downstream of the 
vanes. Therefore, the total-pressure loss through the straightening 
vanes and vortex generators was not included in the pressure-loss ratio) 
defined as the ratio of the total-pressure loss through the burner to 
the burner-inlet total pressure. The pressure-loss ratio through the 
vanes and vortex generators was determined to be approximately 0.025 at 
30,000 feet and 0.035 at 50,000 feet from the engine pumping character-
istics. This value has been added to the data on figure 9 for config-
uration B, and the combined pressure loss is shown by the dashed curve. 
Thus the installation of the straightening vanes and vortex generators 
reduced the over-all pressure-loss ratio by 0.02 to 0.01, the greater 
reduction occurring at low fuel-air ratios where the whirl is believed 
to have been greater. 
The afterburner combustion efficiencies before (configuration A) 
and after (cOnfiguration B) straightening vanes and vortex generators 
were installed are compared in figure 10(a). For the r a nge of fuel-air 
ratios investigated there was no appreCiable difference in combustion 
efficiency at 30,000 feet, while at 50,000 feet the configuration with 
vanes and vortex generators had lower combustion efficiency. This loss 
in efficiency with vanes was due to a poor fuel-air distribution. The 
fuel distribution was designed for the mass-flow profile that existed 
before the vanes were installed. Following installation of the vanes, 
this mass-flow profile was modified, but the fuel distribution remained 
the same and resulted in a different fuel-air ratio profile. 
The decrease in combustion efficiency for configuration B at 50,000 
feet rcesulted in lower exhaust-gas temperatures (fig. 10(b)). The l ower 
turbine-outle~ temperatures also contributed to the decrease in after-
burner exhaust-gas temperature. 
----- --~----- - ------ - ---- ---- ----.~. ~~-- ___ ____ --1 
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Eff ect on over-all performance. - As previously noted, the effect 
of the straightening vanes and vortex generators was t o reduce the 
af terburner pressure loss, and an increase in thrust would b e expected. 
However, because of the difference in turbine-outlet conditions in this 
i nvestigation, the increase in t hr ust wa s not realized and the augment ed 
jet thrust ratio was the only valid basis for thrust comparison. (The 
nonaft erburning jet thrust was calculated for each point with the 
turbine-outlet conditions obtained at that point and with the pressure 
drop a ssumed through a standard tail pipe as explained in the appendix.) 
The augmented jet thrust ratios are presented i n figure 10( c). At 
30,000 f eet, where combustion efficiency was essentially the same, 
i nst allation of the straightening vanes and vort ex generators resulted 
i n an increased jet t hrust ratio of about 0 . 03. At 50,000 feet, how-
ever, the reduction in combustion efficiency countered the reducti on 
i n afterbur ner pressure l oss, and an increase of only 0 .01 was observed 
in jet t hrust r atio . 
Net thrust specific fuel consumption, pr esent ed in figur e 10(d ) , 
is affected by the tail-pipe pr essur e loss, tur bine - outlet gas temper-
atur e, and combustion eff iciency . At 30,000 feet, combust i on efficiency 
was unaffected by the tur bine - outlet gas - str aighten i ng vanes, and t he 
reduced tail-pipe pres sure loss should have r esul ted in decreased specific 
fuel consumption . However , the lack of impr ovement illustr ates the fact 
that the control should be reschedul ed to give the same engine operating 
conditions after the temperature profile shift due to the install ation 
of the straightening vanes . Also, t he shift in mass - flow profile due to 
the addition of the vanes required an alteration to the fuel distribution 
to prevent a decr ease in combustion efficiency at 50 ,000 feet . The 
results of modifying the fuel distribution after straightening vanes 
and vortex generators were installed ar e discussed in the following 
secti on . 
Effect of Fuel Dist ribution on Performance 
The installat i on of the t urbine-outlet s t ra i ghtening vanes and 
vort ex generators r esulted i n a loss in combustion effic iency t hat 
was att ribut ed to a poor f uel-a ir di st ribut ion . Before alterat ion of 
t he fuel system, a ceramic- coat ed corrugated l iner wa s i nst alled, the 
effects of which wi ll be discu ssed lat er. Configurat i ons C, D, and E 
differed only in fuel dist ribution. 
A comparison of the combustion effici ency of configuration C, 
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A, and configuration D, which had a fuel distribution designed to match 
the mass-flow profile, is presented in figure ll(a). The peak effi-
ciency of configuration D Occurred at higher fuel-air ratios than it 
did for configuration C. Also, configuration D had about 0.11 higher 
combustion efficiency than configuration C at 50,000 feet. For 
exa.mple, at 50,000 feet, combustion efficiency for configuration D 
had a peak value of 0.B2 at a fuel-air ratio of 0.037 and was about 
0.70 at a fuel-air ratio of 0.06. 
The exhaust-gas temperature (fig. ll(b») and net thrust ratio 
(fig. ll(c» were higher for configuration D above a fuel-air ratio 
of 0.035 at 30,000 and 40,000 feet and higher at all fuel-air ratios 
investigated at 50,000 feet. Net thrust specific fuel consumption 
(fig. ll(d) was lower for configuration D above a fuel-air ratiO of 
0.035 at 30,000 and 40,000 feet and lower at all fuel-air ratiOS inves-
tigated at 50,000 feet. The redesigned fuel distribution provided an 
improvement in combustion efficiency at fuel-air ratios in excess of 
0.035 and, hence, in over-all afterburner performance. 
Comparison of configurations D and E (figs. ll(a) to (c» shows 
that the use of equal- diameter spray holes with various spacing 
(configuration E) resulted in about the Same performance as with 
various-diameter spray holes with equal spacing (configuration D). 
Furthermore, the use of a metering orifice at the inlet to the spray 
bar did not affect performance. 
Afterburner Shell Cooling 
A maximum temperature limit of 20100 R for the afterburner shell 
was imposed by the structural strength requirements of the afterburner. 
The shell temperature of an afterburner is a function of the exhaust-
gas temperature and the burner pressure (gas density). It was found 
that with a rich fuel-air mixture the original configuration A was 
limited at 30,000 feet and below by maximum shell temperature. There-
fore, to permit higher exhaust-gas temperatures at low altitudes, 
methods of cooling the afterburner shell were investigated. 
Reduction in turbine-outlet whirl. - A reduction in the temperature 
of the afterburner shell of from BOO to 1200 R resulted from the 
installation of the straightening vanes and vortex generators (fig. 12) 
at an exhaust-gas temperature of 31000 R and altitudes of 30,000 and 
50,000 feet. The larger reduction occurred at the lower altitude, 
where shell cooling was more critical. The data further indicate 
that the reduction would have been greater at higher fuel-air ratios. 
This decrease in shell temperature with the installation of straighten-
ing vanes was due to two factors. The decrease in whirl reduced the 
j 
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tendency ~or the ~uel to centri~uge toward the outer shell and also 
probably increased the thickness o~ the boundary layer at the outer 
shell. 
Fuel distribution moved away ~rom shell. - A previous investigation 
(re~. 5) showed that shell temperatures could be lowered by modi~ing 
the fuel distribution to reduce the amount of burning near the shell. 
Configuration F incorporates such a modification, as shown by a com-
parison of figures 3(a ) and (e). This modification reduced the shell 
temperature approximately 300 at 30,000 feet (fig. 12). However, it 
lowered the altitude limit from over 54,000 feet for configuration A 
to 50,000 feet for configuration F at a flight Mach number of 0.6. 
Ceramic-coated corrugated liner. - Configuration C incorporated a 
ceramic-coated corrugated liner installed in the a~terburner in addition 
to the straightening vanes and vortex generators. Over the range of 
exhaust-gas temperatures investigated, the combination of straightening 
vanes and liner reduced the temperature 2000 to 3000 R. For configura-
tion C an increase in exhaust-gas temperature from 28000 to 33000 R 
at 30,000 feet (fig. l2(b)) resulted in only 500 R increase in shell 
temperature. The combination of straightening vanes and liner was the 
most effective means of reducing shell temperatures investigated and 
was equivalent to the use of approximately 8 percent of engine air flow 
for cooling air in a conventional convective cooling system. 
The coating used on the liner was a Bureau of Standards number 
A4l8 ceramic. After approximately 33 hours of afterburning, the 
coating and liner showed no evidence of deterioration. 
A comparison of the shell temperatures for the three configurations 
(A, B, and C) over a range of turbine-outlet pressures with an exhaust-
gas temperature of 31000 R is presented in figure 13. The temperature 
for the original configuration A increased with increasing pressure, 
while that for configuration C (liner plus straightening vanes and 
vortex generators) was essentially constant. This figure illustrates 
the greater effectiveness of the vanes and liner at low altitudes 
(high burner pressures), where shell temperatures were found to be 
critical on the original configuration. 
Performance of Final Configuration 
Performance data are presented for configuration D over a range 
of altitudes from 15,000 to 50,000 feet at a flight Mach number of 
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feet. This configuration was used for evaluation because it had per-
formance and operating and cooling characteristics equivalent or 
superior to any of the other configurations. 
11 
Effect of altitude and flight Mach number variations. - For a 
given afterburner fuel-air ratio, increasing the altitude at a constant 
flight Mach number tended to lower the combustion efficiency, exhaust-
gas temperature, and augmented net thrust ratio (fig. 14). The peak 
combustion efficiency decreased from 96 percent for an afterburner 
fuel-air ratio of 0.027 at 15,000 feet to 82 percent for a fuel-air 
ratio of 0.037 at 50,000 feet. The corresponding exhaust-gas temper-
atures were 29600 and 28800 R. For a constant fuel-air ratio 
of 0.03, the temperature decreased from 29600 R at 15,000 feet to 
27100 R at 50,000 feet, while the combustion efficiency decreased from 
96 to 76 percent. For a wide-open exhaust nozzle, the exhaust-gas 
temperature decreased from 35500 R at 30,000 feet at a fuel-air ratio 
of 0.056 (high temperature data were not obtained at 15,000 ft) to 
33800 R at 50,000 feet at a fuel-air ratio of 0.061. This decrease 
resulted in a decrease in augmented net thrust ratio from 1.6 to 1.52 . 
The net thrust specific fuel consumption decreased as the altitude 
increased up to an altitude between 30,000 and 40,000 feet. A further 
increase in altitude resulted in an increase in specific fuel consump-
tion. This decrease was due to the increasing engine cycle efficiency 
with the decreasing compressor-inlet temperature as the altitude 
increased until the tropopause (35,000 ft) was reached, which more than 
compensated for the decrease in combustion efficiency. Above the 
tropopause, the temperature remained constant, and the decreaSing 
combustion efficiency caused an increase in specific fuel consumption. 
The effect of varying flight Mach number at an altitude of 30,000 
feet is presented in figure 15. A decrease in flight Mach number 
affected the afterburner combustion efficiency (fig. 15(a)) and the 
exhaust-gas temperature (fig. 15(b)) in the same manner as did an 
increase in altitude; that is, combustion efficiency and exhaust-gas 
temperature decreased with decreasing Mach number for a given after-
burner fuel-air ratio. However, since the range of flight Mach num-
bers was small (0.8 to 0.4), the effect was slight. The augmented 
net thrust ratio (fig. 15(c)) decreased with decreasing Mach number, 
but the net thrust specific fuel consumption (fig. 15(d)) increased as 
a result of the decreasing combustion efficiency. 
Afterburner combustion efficiency as a function of turbine-outlet 
total pressure is presented in figure 16 for afterburner fuel-air 
ratios of 0.025, 0.035, 0.045, and 0.055. At the low fuel-air ratio, 
the efficiency decreased rapidly with decreasing pressure, but decreas-
ing pressure affected the efficiency less at the higher fuel-air ratios. 
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Thrust Generalization 
A method of generalizing jet thrust for a turbojet engine has been 
developed in reference 8. The basis of this method is that the jet 
thrust is a function of the flow through a nozzle and may, therefore, be 
described in terms of the nozzle-inlet total pressure, the ambient static 
pressure, and the throat area of the nozzle. If the experimentally 
determined jet thrust is adjusted for nozzle area variation, it will 
generalize when plotted against (1.25Pg - PO)' This method of general-
ization provides a calibration that may be used in determining turbojet 
engine jet thrust in a flight installation for take-off and flight con-
ditions. 
This method of generalizing jet thrust has been used for the data 
of configuration D (fig. 17). The factor used to adjust the jet thrust 
for area variations of the variable-area nozzle, which is presented in 
figur e l7(b), is the ratio of jet thrust to jet thrust for maximum 
nozzle area as a function of the ratio of actual nozzle area to maximum 
nozzle area. Therefore, the jet thrust presented in figure l7(a) is 
the jet thrust obtainable with the maximum nozzle area. 
The generalized thrust curve may be used to obtain the jet thrust 
for a given flight condition and afterburner fuel-air ratiO. The values 
of the exhaust-nozzle-inlet total pressure and ambient static pressure 
may be obtained from the flight conditions and the engine characteris-
tics. With these data, the jet thrust for maximum nozzle area can be 
obtained . The exhaust-nozzle area for a given afterburner fuel-air 
ratio can be obtained from figure 17(c), and from this the ratio of 
jet thrust at the given exhaust -nozzle area to the jet thrust at max-
imum nozzle area can be obtained. A numerical example of this cal-
culation is given in the appendix . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An investigation of the J47-GE-17 afterburning engine showed that 
the installation of turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes and vortex 
generators reduced the counterrotational whirl by approximately 200 . 
This change modified the burner-inlet (turbine-outlet) total-tempera-
ture profile so that the calculated average turbine-outlet gas temper-
ature was from 400 to 700 R lower for the same indicated control tem-
perature. This decrease in turbine-outlet temperature resulted in 
lower thrust for the same afterburner fuel-air ratio. However, the 
total-pressure-loss ratio was reduced by 0.01 to 0.02, and the augmented 
j et thrust ratio was increased by 0.01 to 0.03. Because of 
a change in total-pressure profile and thus a change in mass-
flow profile with the same fuel distribution, the fuel-air distribution 
---~--~- -- --~ --- " 
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at the flame holder was not as suitable with the vanes and vortex gen-
erators, and the combustion efficiency decreased. 
By adjusting the fuel distribution to the mass- flow profile that 
resulted from the installation of the straightening vanes and vortex 
generators, the loss in combustion efficiency was overcome. The peak 
value at 50,000 feet altitude was approximately 82 percent at a fuel-
air ratio of 0.037 and was about 70 percent at a fuel- air ratio of 0.06. 
The combustion efficiency, the exhaust-gas temperature, and the aug-
mented net thrust ratio were higher at higher fuel-air ratios, while net 
thrust specific fuel consumption was lower for the modified fuel distri-
bution. The final fuel distribution was achieved both with spray bars 
having equally spaced va.rious-diameter holes and uniorifice spray bars 
having variously spaced equal-dia.meter holes. 
Afterburner shell temperatures were reduced approximately 1000 R 
by the installation of the straightening vanes and vortex generators 
for an exhaust-gas temperature of 31000 R at 30,000 feet a.ltitude. An 
additional reduction of 1000 R in shel l temperature was achieved by the 
installation of a ceramic-coated corrugated liner. The liner was used 
for approximately 33 hours of afterburner operation with no noticeable 
deterioration Or change in appearance. 
Except at the lean limit of combustion, no oscillatory combustion 
was encountered during this investigation, which covered burner pressures 
up to 2950 pounds per square foot with fuel-air ratios up to 0.04. 
Lewis Flight Yropulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cleveland, Ohio, May 18, 1953 
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APPENDIX - CALCULATIONS 
Symbols 
The following symbols are used in this report: 
cross-sectional area, sq ft 
velocity coefficient, ratio of actual jet velocity to effec-
tive jet velocity 
jet tbrust, Ib 
calculated nonafterburning jet thrust, Ib 
net thrust, Ib 
calculated nonafterburning net thrust, Ib 
fuel-air ratio 
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec2 
enthalpy, Btu/lb 
lower heating value of fuel, Btu/lb 
Mach number 
total pressure, Ib/sq ft abs 
total pressure at exhaust-nozzle survey station in standard 
engine tail pipe, Ib/sq ft abs 
static pressure, lb/sq ft abs 
gas constant, 53. 4 ft-lb/(lb) (OR) 
total temperature, ~ 
velocity, ft/sec 
effective velocity, ft/sec 
air flow, lb/sec 
-~------
I 
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compressor leakage air flow) lb/sec 
fuel flow, lb/hr 
specific fuel consumption based on total fuel flow and net 
thrust, (lb/hr)/lb thrust 
gas flow, lb / sec 








m maximum exhaust-nozzle area 
n exhaust-nozzle outlet, vena. contracta. 
nc nozzle cooling 
s labyrinth seal 
T total 
tc turbine cooling 
tp turbine pump 
o free-stream conditions 
1 engine inlet 
3 compressor outlet at engine combustor inlet 
5 turbine outlet or tail- pipe diffuser inlet 
15 
16 NACA RM E53F10 
9 exhaust-nozzle inlet 
10 exhaust -nozzle outlet 
Methods of Calculations 
Flight Mach number and airspeed. - Flight Mach number and equiva-
lent airspeed were calculated from engine-inlet total pressure and tem-
perature and free-stream static pressure with complete total-pressure 
ram recovery assumed: 
and 
Vo == MO 
Air flow. - Air flow was determined from pressure and temperature 
measurements obtained in the engine-inlet annulus by the following 
equation: 
_ J G~)r~:l 
where the 0.98 accounts for the 0.02 leakage between measuring station 
and compressor inlet. Air flow at the compressor outlet (station 3) 
was obtained by deducting the compressor leakage, turbine and nozzle 
cooling-air flows, and compressor bleed air used to drive the turbine 
fuel pump: 
Gas flow. - Afterburner gas flow is 
Wf,e + Wf,ab 
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Fuel-air ratio. - The engine fuel-air ratio is given by the follow-
ing equation : 
3600 Wa 3 , 
The afterburner fuel-air ratio used herein is defined as the weight 
flow of fuel injected into the afterburner plus the unburned engine fuel 
divided by the weight flow of unburned air entering the afterburner. By 
combining air flow, engine fuel flow, afterburner fuel flow, and engine 
combustion efficiency, the following equation for afterburner fuel-air 
ratio is obtained: 
fab 
where 0.0675 is the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio for the engine fuel. 
The total fuel-air ratio for the engine and afterburner is 
f 
Wf e + Wf ab , , 
Engine combustor efficiency. - Engine combustor efficiency is the 
ratio of the enthalpy rise through the engine divided by the product of 
engine fuel flow and the lower heating value of the fuel: 
where A. Am + B 
m + 1 
TJe = 
(symbols of ref. 9). 
Engine combustion efficiency was obtained from a correlation of 
the engine with a standard tail pipe. For this investigation T5 was 
then obtained by solving the above equation for he 5' , 
Afterburner combustion efficiency. - Afterburner combustion effi-
ciency was obtained by dividing the enthalpy rise through the afterburner 
by the product of the afterburner fuel flow and lower heating value of 
the fuel: 
l'Jab 
(ha,lO - ha,l) + fA.IO - TJefehc 
fhc - TJefehc 
--- --~-- -~~---
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Augmented thrust. - The jet thrust of the combined engine and 
afterburner was determined from the thrust-system measurements by the 
equation 
F j = Fd + As(Pl - PO) + 0.80(~ 0~~8~ Y0 
where Fd is equal to the thrust-system scale reading adjusted for the 
pressure difference on the link connecting t he thrust bed in the test 
chamber and the measuring cell outside the test chamber, and the last 
term 0.80(~ 0~~8~ Y~ is the difference between the pressure forces 
on the bellmouth and the momentum at the bellmouth outlet. 
The augmented net thrust was obtained by subtracting the free-
stream momentum of the inlet air from the jet thrust: 
Wa 1 
Fn = F j -~ YO 
where the Wa 1 ---=:..z..=. 0.98 is the air flow into the bellmouth. 
Nonafterburning jet thrust. - The jet thrust for the nonafterburning 
engine was calculated for each afterburning point with measured turbine-
outlet total pressure, engine gas flow, calculated turbine-outlet total 
temperature, and an assumed tail-pipe pressure drop. Experimental data 
from the nonafterburning engine indicated that the total-pressure loss 
through a standard tail pipe between stations 5 and 9 was approximately 
0.04 at rated engine speed, that is, P9 = 0.96P5' The nozzle velocity 
coeff i c ient for the nonafterburning en gine was a ssumed t o b e 0.99, 
whi l e that for t he aft erburning engine was a ssumed to be 0. 97. The 
jet thrus t equat i on us ed was 
where (Yef/~gRT) is an effective velocity parameter derived in 
reference 10; and the nonburning net thrust was 
Wa 1 F~ = Fj - 0 .9ag YO 
Exhaust-gas total temperature. - The total temperature of the 
exhaust gas was calculated from the jet thrust and conditions existing 
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T -~B --=:..L 1 ~F 'J2 10 - ev2 R Wg ,9 (~) 
where is the effective velocity parameter. 
Calculated et thrust from eneralized et thrust. - It has been 
shown (ref. 8 that the jet thrust of a turbojet engine may be related 
to the nozzle-inlet total pressure, ambient static pressure, and area. 
This relation is 
This equation may be represented by two plots as figures 17(a) and (b) . 
For an assumed flight condition of 40,000 feet altitude and a 
flight Mach number of 0.6) the pressure values are found from table II 
as P9 = 1009 pounds per square foot and PO = 392 pounds per square 
foot. Then 
1.25P9 - Po = 1.25(1009) - 392 = 869.5 lb/sq ft 
From figure 17(a), the jet thrust for an open nozzle (A10 .m = 3.5 sq ft), 
which would require an afterburner fuel-air ratio of 0.0575, is 2790 
pounds. 
If an afterburner fuel-air of 0.040 is desired, 
A10 = 3.17 sq ft (from fig. 17(c)) 
and 
AlO 3.17 
A10 m = 3.50 = 0 .906 ) 
With the area ratiO, the thrust correction ratio may be found from 
figure 17(b) to be 
Therefore) the jet thrust for this fuel-air ratio is 
- - - -_. --- - -- ~~---~-----' 
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TABLE I. - MODIFICATIONS INCORPORATED ~ ~ 
Orifices Mixing Spray-bar Fuel 
per length) location distri-
spray bar in. (fig. 2 (a)) but ion 
(fig. 3) 
I 
10 26 1 (a) 
10 22 2 (b) 
10 22 2 (b) 
18 22 2 (c) 
16 22 2 (d) 




Fuel distribution equivalent tc 
to configuration A; turbine- -
outlet gas-straightening 
vanes and vortex generators 
ad,ded 
Ceramic-coated corrugated 
liner added to configura-
tion B 
Modified fuel distribution; 
other variables same as 
configuration C; final 
configuration 
Uniorifice spray bar with dis-
tribution of configurationD; 
other variables same as con-
figuration C 
Fuel distribution away from 
shell; no turbine-outlet 
straightening vanes} vortex 
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TABLE IT. - ALTITUDE 
Al tltude , Flight Free - stream Englne- Englne - Turbine- Turb1ne- Manul'ac- Engin, · Englr.~ A!'t.erburn~r Total fuel - Art.~rburl.~r 
ft Mach static inlet inlet outlet outlet tureI" 3 inlet fuel fuel flew , atr ratio, fU_I - alr 
number, pressure, total tctal total total turbine - all' fl. w, flow, wr ,ab' f rat.lo, 
MO PO' pressure. temper- pressure. tempers - oullet w 8 , 1 J Wc , e' ~ fab lb Pl ' sture , Po, ture, contr ol ~ hr Ct aba _ l_b __ Tl , __ l _b __ T5 , tempeI"B - ~ aq OR ~ ture, sec hr sq ft aba sq ft aba T5 •m, 
OR 
Cr1g1n81 
15,000 0 . 589 1210 1530 547 2978 1776 17!l5 72 . ;)0 4483 7040 O. Q4f.2 0 . 0374 
. 600 1197 1526 548 2988 1783 174~ 7:l . 12 4463 5992 . 0412 . 1.>321 
. 600 1198 1528 545 2981 1781 1160 7~ . 76 4.02 f 3097 . 0386 ;8F 
. 591 1201 1528 550 2976 1772 174:;, 72 . 24 4:4"?! 4672 . 03"8 · ,;'>49 
. 599 1199 1521 549 2961 1771 l7t-Q 72 .0b -1434 ~Ol1 · ,333 l' 
30 , 000 0 .367 638 100 425 1614 1803 1770 38 . 99 2690 .303 0 . u.83 · J."~ 
.381 631 691 425 1608 1803 1770 38 . 98 2688 4391 .0.17 • h ... ,,3 
. 383 633 700 425 1611 180; 1170 39 .0. 2688 3629 · ,460 , C374 
. 351 640 691 421 lS90 1793 1770 38 . 75 26~0 2980 . 0413 . 0309 
. 383 630 697 421 1606 1198 1765 38.82 2672 2408 . 031, . 02.:)0 
. 381 631 691 426 1604 1804 1110 38.91 2680 1914 . 0340 .0205 
30,000 0 . 586 632 791 ,441 1801 1784- 1765 43.60 2963 4-693 0 . 0499 0 . 0430 
. 515 640 801 .41 1803 1179 1160 43.16 2954- 4311 . 0472 . C392 
. 578 635 196 441 1198 1185 1160 43" 1 29h4 3821 . 0443 •• '3.1 
. 585 636 800 433 1823 1178 1160 44.00 2~93 3380 . 0412 30" 
. 594- 628 196 440 1795 1784- 1765 43 . ~ . t9~-4 2Sp,e 381 <6G 
. 584 633 191 441 1199 1 779 1160 43 . 3u ;937 233' 34. 21-
30,000 0 . 813 630 912 411 21?4 1766 1160 ~1.1" 331~ ~~~~ 0 . ':)498 0 , ,-,433 .793 633 959 468 2074 1711 17;,,0 50 . 61 3297 . 04: 9 . 0379 
. 798 630 958 461 2082 1711 17~0 ~0 . 11 331 5 4112 . 0416 . 0319 
. 192 634 959 466 2080 1769 17=>0 ~O . 79 331~ 3:5~1 · J313 . 0260 
. 188 631 959 466 2072 1116 174.5 SO . 51 331ti ,,609 . 0333 · '204-
. 802 630 962 466 2093 1769 174-5 ='0 . 84- 3320 2194- · '308 171 
30,000 0 .985 639 1188 491 252. 1789 1180 60 . 21 3948 4~71 0 . 0402 . 1300 
.993 633 1189 496 2523 1715 1710 60 . n .. 3946 4-371 . 0389 . 1286 
.993 633 1188 497 2556 1801 179;:" 60 . 4-4- 1013 .052 . 0379 .0266 
.996 631 1188 494 25« 1779 1775 60 . 83 397. 3669 , 03:' 7 239 
.995 632 1188 .94 2546 1193 17"~ 6\..1 . 60 398. 3304 . 0342 . 0216 
.992 634 1188 494 2538 1786 177f 60 . 60 3966 .2807 . 0318 · ,184-
40,000 0.519 401 503 425 1149 1831 1780 2,1 . 17 1960 4473 O,fJ660 . 16.3 
.581 391 499 425 11~4 1831 1780 27 . 67 19::;2 3765 . ().89 
.0' 3 
. 581 391 499 425 1154 1805 1715 28 .10 194~ 3284- • ..'1.,)29 . \".'470 
. 510 398 49 6 .25 1144- 1831 1180 27.!':3 194~ 2134 . 04S4 . ')404 
. 581 393 495 425 1150 1831 1180 27 . 47 1945 2312 . 0441 . 0343 
. 510 395 .93 425 1139 1844 1180 21 .36 1952 1941 . 0406 . 0292 
. 569 395 492 425 1143 1831 1780 21 . 38 1945 1538 . 0368 . 0239 
50 , 000 0 . 6 4-3 239 315 .36 110 1838 1710 16.97 1216 2801 0 , 0678 O. ,679 
. 628 242 316 433 110 1822 1710 11 . 13 1221 261t.1 . 0619 • 162? 
.643 239 316 .30 111 1822 1165 17 . 24- 1226 2261 · ')578 ,38 
.630 239 312 U9 124 1818 1710 11 . 38 1240 1901 . 0.16 . /)4.7 
.609 243 312 421 120 1826 1765 11 . 30 1243 1672 . 0482 . 04Gl 
Configurat10n B, straightening 
30,000 0 . 608 622 198 442 1127 1743 1765 43 . 64 2824 7040 0 . 0644- 0 . 0633 
.605 623 198 441 1125 lHl 1765 43.17 2924 6018 . 0580 . 0544 
. 609 624 801 442 1130 174-9 1160 43.69 2842 5240 . 0"21 . 0412 
.605 623 791 442 1720 1743 }160 43.57 282 .. 4494- . 0479 . 0.06 
.601 625 198 442 1720 1749 1160 43 . 62 2833 3362 . 04-05 . 0304 
40, 000 0 . 611 385 495 423 1081 1755 1710 27 . 66 1840 4113 0 . 0614 0 . 0590 
,614 38. 495 422 1085 1761 1165 21 . 72 1849 3248 . 0524 . 0466 
. 61 2 385 495 421 1085 1753 1710 21 . 83 1849 2348 . 0430 . 033G 
. 608 386 495 421 109' 1159 1165 21 . 83 1856 1816 . 0316 . 0261 
50 , 000 0 . 642 235 310 425 665 174.6 1775 11 . 21 1161 2229 0 . 0562 0 . 0519 
. 643 235 310 424 665 1166 1775 17 . 19 1176 1820 . 0497 . 0428 
, 642 235 310 425 E66 1751 1115 17.2. 1183 1380 . 0418 . U321 
. 653 235 313 424 613 1754 1115 17 . 29 1171 1075 . 0311 . 02!:1!, 
Conrlguratlo~ C, 
15 , 000 0 . 6 11 1186 1525 543 2890 1778 1770 72 . 6t 4492 8200 0 . 0499 . 043'3 
. 608 1186 1522 544 2888 1760 1765 72 . 71 44.25 7310 . 0462 .0390 
. 610 1188 1526 544 2898 1153 1165 7~ . aS 4415 6520 . 04t8 . 0344 
. 609 1186 1523 546 2897 1755 1765 12 . 81 4388 5695 . 0395 . 0301 
.610 1183 1520 546 2855 1755 1765 12 . 11 4369 4815 . 0361 . (\256 
. 616 1174 1516 547 284-6 1740 175~ 72 . 09 430? 3940 . 0326 .ono 
. 610 1182 1~19 541 28!36 174-4- 1150 72 . 19 4311 -3115 . 0293 · )166 
. 608 1 1184 1519 S4-9 2812 1758 1755 71.62 4320 264::. . 0271 .0143 
~ 
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PERFORMANCE DATA 
Exhaust- Exhnust- Exhaust- Afterburner Augmented Augmented Net Augm~nted Uet. t.hrust Engine Aftprburner !"axlmU11- Al't.er"bUl'rlf r 
nozzle- nozzle - nozzle temperature Jet Jet t;;hrust, net specIflc combus - combuat 1"" attf'r- pr"s~ur -
inlet total area , ratlo , thrust, thrust Po ' thr-ust fue 1 coo - tien efflciency, burner 1088 total temper - AIO ' TWiTS P J' ratlo , Ib ratio , sumpt1on , efflcl - nab ~h'~ll rati, • pressure, ature . P/Fj Fn/F~ (Wr , .+Wr , ab) ency, temp!'ra - P: - p . 
P9 ' TIO'c 
sq ft Ib 
n. tur~ , Pn 0" r _ _ I_b _ _ 
"R 
aq ft abe 
Configuration A 
2670 3 1 31 3 . -")4 L 763 6248 1 . 297 4718 1 . 427 ) . 4U? 0 . 990 0 . 883 1990 0 . 1034 
2684. 3000 2 . 92 1.683 6106 1. 262 4617 1. 379 2 . 264 .990 . n6 191u . 1018 
2679 2880 2 . 89 1 . 611 6013 1.235 4514 1 . 339 ? . 191 . 990 . 9 19 1811 . 1013 
2688 2735 2 .82 1. 543 5787 1.206 4314 1 . 297 2 . 109 . 990 . 907 1800 . 09£;8 
2677 2574 2 . 72 1. 453 ,591 1.167 4104 1. ".; 2 .058 . 990 . 866 17.3:, .09, 9 
1427 3362 3 . 22 1.865 3S&? 1.341 3110 1 . 409 2 . '.70 0 . 990 O. 7(j~ ;0;2 tJ . J.l ~ 
1428 3274 3 . 10 1. 816 3500 1.317 3041 1.38' 2 . 328 . 990 . 't,p 1931 . 11.'1 
143S 3136 2 . 98 1. 739 34 17 1. 284 295, 1.344 2 . 138 . 990 . 9l" 180e . 1093 
14 1 9 2982 2 . 92 1.663 3249 1. 248 2826 1 . ~96 1.992 . 990 . 961 IU9 . 1076 
14-44 2670 2 . 79 1 . 485 3123 1. 181 2663 I.n9 1.908 . 990 . 8.,7 1682 . 1 J09 
144 3 2538 2 . 69 1.407 3037 1.144 2578 1. 174 I . BO:J . 990 . 8"4 1549 . 1004 
1610 3237 3 . 07 1. 814 4130 1 . 326 3341 1.136 2 . 292 0 . 990 0 . 8'/4 1934 0 . 1091,,1 
1 606 3162 3 . 01 1 . 777 4057 1. 307 3278 1. 410 2 . 216 . 990 . 8A9 1830 .109.' 
1609 3030 2 . 99 1 . 697 3948 1.276 3169 1. 369 2 . 138 . 990 · fi8~J l"9~ . 10:...7 
1635 2899 2 . 92 1. 630 3918 1. 248 3 132 1.331 2 . 03~ . 990 . 896 1·· . IU31 
161 3 2761 2 . 82 1 . 54.8 3772 1 . 213 2974- 1 . 287 1 . 964 . 990 . A97 I7JO . 1014 
1622 2544 2 . 69 1.430 3587 1. 163 2804 1.219 1 . 87~ . 990 . fI,t1 1663 .0984 
1894 3245 3 . 10 1.837 5187 1 . 345 3896 1. ~)19 2 . 302 0 . 990 0.862 '101 0 . 1083 
1856 3089 3 . 01 1. 744 4935 1 . 30~ 3690 1 . 4~4 2 . 214 . 990 . 86a 189 . 10' 1 
1870 2923 2 . 95 1. 645 4801 1.260 3557 1.391 2 . 08u . 990 .884 .n( . 1018 
1873 2701 2 . 82 1 . 527 4601 1.212 3354 1. 316 1.987 . 990 .86~ 1714 . 099: 
1872 c490 2 . 69 1. 402 4370 1 . 156 3134 1 . 232 1.890 . 990 , 1331 IC8:· . 03C . 
1900 2368 2 . 58 1. 339 4 311 1. 130 3050 1. 194 1.808 . 990 . ~~;c 1~'4( . 09.'" 
2277 2758 2 . 82 1.653 6097 1.273 42!J4 1 . 444 ?OO3 0 . 990 0 . 946 1926 (\.'0979 
2273 2863 2 . 79 1.613 6050 1 . 255 4179 1.417 1.891 . 990 . 921 1888 . 0991 
231 6 2837 2 . 75 1. 570 6018 1.239 4155 1.387 1. 9<1 . 990 . 93A 1897 . 0939 
2302 2706 2 . 69 1 . 521 5889 1.215 4016 1 . 3&1 1.903 . 990 . 9,>0 1817 . O9~1 
2307 2639 2 . 65 1. 472 5791 1.195 3927 1.31 6 1 . 8~6 . 990 . 926 1736 .0939 
2 306 24 60 2 . 56 1. 377 5569 1. 153 3709 1. 250 1 . 8?6 . 990 · A~,4 17<0 . 0914 
1001 3472 3 . 35 1.896 2738 1. 363 2249 1 . 480 2 . 860 0 . 987 0 . 699 199;1 0 . 1,)88 
1014 3306 3 . 22 1. 806 2669 1. 327 2180 1. 4 31 2 . 622 . 987 . 72: 1910 . L'13 
1019 3 1 63 3 . 10 1 . 752 2644- 1. 302 2148 1.399 2 . 434 . 987 . 760 1870 . 1l70 
1017 3 101 3.04 1.694 2545 1. 275 2068 1. 361 2 . ?63 . 987 . 800 179~ . 111("1 
10 18 3018 2 . 95 1. 648 2510 1. 252 2021 1.333 2 . 106 . 987 . 887 174'. . 11 4 3 
1015 2861 2 . 85 1.552 2408 1.?1l 1934 1· . 277 2 . 013 . 987 . 887 1678 . 1089 
1021 2600 2 . 72 1 . 415 2298 1. 154 1824 1. 202 1. 910 . 987 . Aoo 1 .• 98 .IQF>7 
612 3496 3 . 35 1 . 902 1697 1.364 1364 1. 4 97 2 . 949 0 . 967 0 . 684- 1817 0 . 1311 
612 3411 3 . 31 1. 872 1680 1 . 347 13~2 1 . 471 2 . 834 .967 . 7?1 1820 . 1381 
61 5 3383 3 . 22 1.857 1684 1.338 1348 1 . 460 2 . !:")8t1 . 968 . 780 1"/81 . 13,.1 
632 3144 3 . 10 1. 729 1644- 1.287 1316 1. 387 2 . 387 . 968 . T/6 1711 . 1 )11 
631 3104 3.04 1 . 700 1607 1.271 1289 1.363 c . 261 . 968 . 829 1668 . 1.-~4 
vanes and vortex gene rators added 
1593 3360 3 . 28 1.928 4275 1.411 3456 1 . 563 2 . e~4 0 . 990 0 . 679 1769 0 .On6 
1601 3270 3 . 18 1. 878 4203 1 . 38!.. 3386 1 . 527 2 . 629 . 990 .7?8 1719 . 0713 
1611 :\220 3 .12 1 . 841 4152 1.366 3330 1 .503 2 . 427 . 990 • 79~) 1718 . 0688 
1606 3152 3 . 08 1.808 4073 1.348 3259 1. 4.71 2 . 24~1 . 990 . 866 170;' . 0663 
1 61 6 2880 2 . 95 1 . 6 4 7 3861 1.279 3056 1.381 2 .027 . 990 . 904 16! 9 . 060" 
1002 3210 3 . 25 1.829 2656 1. 368 2146 1.500 2 . 774 0 . 987 0 . 6:.4 1681 . 078? 
1005 3200 3 . 17 1. 817 2638 1 . 354- 2125 1 . 481 2 . 399 . 987 . 796 1680 . 0737 
101 3 2968 3 . 03 1 . 693 2530 1. 297 2017 1. 403 2 . 081 . 987 . 894 16!J9 . 0664 
1026 ~669 2 . 87 1 . 517 ?395 1. 223 1885 1. 301 1.948 . 986 . 84.8 1629 . 062? 
607 3108 3 . 24 1 . 780 1611 1 . 336 1 278 1 . 464 2 . S!.3. 0.964 O. SAI 1600 ') . Of:l.~A 
611 2988 3 . 12 1. 692 1572 1.<'97 1 239 1. 410 2 . 418 . 966 . 130 1600 .OA04 
6 1' 2613 2 . 97 1 . 492 1486 1.?11 1152 1. 290 2 . 22'· . 963 · "6: 1'·74 . O1!,", 
627 2571 2 . 82 1. 466 1460 1.197 ll20 1.273 2.000 . 966 .176 1'·3: . 069;' 
s tra i ght ening vanes and liner 
2691 32~8 3 . 1 2 1.816 6454 1 . 350 4936 l.fl12 2 . !'i71 0 . 990 t.i . R?~ 1'·61 0 . 0"89 
2695 3106 3 . 06 1. 765 6324.- 1.327 4810 1 . 48( 2. 4~ . . 990 . 843 1 ~,~,3 . OG68 
2711 3008 2 . 97 1. 716 6226 1.306 4705 1 . 449 ) . 3"4 .990 . 873 I~:·O .\)t4~ 
2717 2867 2 . 91 1 . 634 6063 1.211 4!)41 1.399 2 . 2?O . 990 . 876 1~140 . '0621 
2674 2735 2 . 82 1. 558 5831 1. 236 4313 1 . 348 2 . 129 . 990 . 898 1:" 19 . 0634 
2677 2570 2 . 70 1. 474- S626 1.<'00 4102 1. 296 2 .009 '. 990 .90" 1~16 . 0:':'94 
2699 2322 2 . 58 1.331 5338 1.l38 3826 1 . <!O4 1.941 . 990 . 790 1494 ~ .. 
2722 2153 . 49 1.225 5107 1.091 3609 1.133 1.930 . 990 . 633 1430 .? 
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TABLE ll. - Concluded. 
Al t1 tude , FUght Free - stream Engine - Englne - '1'ul'blne- Turb1.ne- Manufac - Eng1ne- Ensl!'12 Aft.erburner '1" t.al fuel- A.ft.;?rburn-:,I' 
ft Mach static inlet inlet outlet outlet turer's inlet fuel fuel flew. all' raLic , ru~l -a lr 
number . pressure J total total total total turbine - all' flow, flow, wr,ab ' f ['aLio , 
MO PO' pressure, temper- pressure , tempera - out] et wa,l ' we ,e' r 
Pl ' atur e , PS ' ture , cantrol !!O 
au 
__ l_b __ 
T l , T" t~mp'E>ra - !1?... !!O hr 3Q ft aha Ib __ l _b __ seC hr 
aq ft aba "R "R ture , sq ft aba T~ , m ' 
"R 
Confl"uratlon C, 
30 , 000 0 . 604 625 799 444 1723 1751 1765 43 . 62 2833 7773 0 . 0693 0 . 0699 
. 606 621 795 443 1711 1750 1765 43 . 49 2833 6427 . 0607 . 0582 
. 604 624 798 442 1721 1749 1765 43 . 69 2833 5137 . 0520 . 0463 
. 609 624 802 441 1721 1742 1765 43 . 81 2833 3951 .0442 . 0355 
. 611 620 798 439 1724 1746 1765 43 . 73 2850 2879 . 0373 . 0260 
. 616· 622 802 445 1703 1739 1765 43 . 74 2807 1797 . 0300 . 0163 
40,000 0 . 600 388 494 422 1093 1768 176:: 27 . 79 1865 4431 0 . 064'; (' . 0632 
. 598 3q8 494 422 1094 1768 176c 27 . 77 186S 3784 . O~80 . C. -13 
. 597 390 497 426 1091 1766 1770 .n.Sl 1849 300;; . o,o~ . 0433 
. 608 387 496 429 1084- 1767 176~ 27 . :.>0 1&32 2313 . 0430 . 0336 
. 619 384 497 4 2 4 1093 177' 176~ 27 . 71 18.)7 1607 . 03',6 . 0233 
. 6 12 387 498 421 1104 1767 176: 27 . 97 Un le6A 30< J'I .. 
50 , 000 0 . 605 239 306 425 672 1801 176: 17 . 05 1197 26< o . 644 0 . 0£31 
. 598 238 302 4 24 659 1792 1765 17 . 07 1192 dec 7 · 'J~ 72 . O~31 
. 611 236 30 • 427 653 1758 1765 16 . 74- U42 1791 . O~(lO • )~3'; 
. 606 241 308 4 23 668 1806 17Sf 17 . 08 1207 1297 . 04-1 ' . 13H 
. 629 234 305 423 669 1806 1760 17 . 07 1202 669 . 0313 16" 
Configuration D, moJlf1~d fu 1 dlst.J'lout.1 'n 
15 , 000 0 . 614 1185 1 527 539 2897 1737 1760 73 . 39 4387 8021 0 . 0482 0 . 0418 
. 613 1189 1532 533 2947 1738 1760 74014- 44-64- .)800 . 139f · '301 
. 614. 1187 1531 537 2920 1741 1760 73 . 67 4434- 4-611> . 03.0 . 0241 
30 , 000 0 . 398 634 707 427 1546 1749 1770 39 . 3, 2C80 .. 6U · J' 94 • )~ 63 
. 394. 532 704 426 1536 1742 1760 39 . .?4 , 119 . 0"Jl • '422 
. 404- 625 700 425 i S28 174-8 1760 39 . 0. 63 303' . 04-09 • ,30b 
. 41 2 626 704 423 1554 1740 1n,5 39 . 39 c.8( 19BO . 0330 . 0200 
30 , 000 0 . 610 624 802 438 1740 1746 1765 44 . 1t3 2876 6317 0 . 0~:J3 0 .0.63 
. 608 628 805 436 1734- 1738 1760 44- . 39 2876 S2S1 . 0!>22 . 0466 
. 610 624 802 444 1709 1745 17:,5 43 . 65 2816 4213 .0459 . 0379 
. 602 625 798 445 171 2 1752 1755 43 . ~0 2833 3025 . 0384- . v27 . 
. 603 630 805 445 1723 1746 17$5 43 .80 2833 2028 .0334- .?rq 
30,000 0 . 809 625 961 4 63 2027 1 754 1710 :>1 . 21 3287 7706 0 . 0612 · 'J~)89 
. 814. 625 966 460 2031 1739 1760 .,1 . 7~ 3297 5906 . 0507 · .)44f. 
. 804 626 959 4 72 1995 1749 176: . 4R 32( 4. 795 . 0452 . ",37; 
. 800 632 962 456 2039 1742 176( 1.66 3297 376. . 0390 286 
. 819 620 962 455 2042 1748 17110 ·1 . 3324- 300' · )348 . 02<'9 
4.0,000 0 . 600 391 498 415 1104 1755 1765 29 . 23 18B8 ~,)O~ 60< . 0577 
. 596 393 499 416 1103 1749 1765 21 . 30 1880 3:..14 • J. 43 • :>4~3 
. 594- 394 499 423 1095 1749 1765 28 . 07 1856 284·1 4.17 · )4·"" 
. 600 39' 502 423 1097 1755 176);, 28 . 0' 18,6 2128 · )40: · )303 
. 592 393 498 422 1098 1761 1710 28 . 00 186f 1~02 . 134.3 . ),1 . 
50 ,000 0 . 658 235 315 420 679 1752 177:.., 17 . :5 1190 2663 0 . 0627 .0609 
. 636 237 311 41 9 678 L770 1772 17 . 34 1190 2505 . 0609 . 0583 
. 619 239 310 418 678 1716 176r, 11 . 2: lL90 2194. .0,60 . O~l~ 
. 653 235 31 2 417 672 1747 177( 17.46 ]lSe:: 1874- · "499 .33 
. 638 234 308 417 672 1768 1765 17 . 3c:: 119( 1:-~13 · )4~6 : )~9 G 
. 631 235 309 418 668 1769 177~ 17 . 33 11~1 ' 1.:29 . 039d 
Gc.oofi l ;uratl n E , m oj f j fu~. 
40 , 000 0 . 589 396 500 421 1092 1748 1750 28 . 07 1825 3948 . L>; 86 • iJ~· 3 
. 610 389 500 423 1085 1742 174to 28 . 19 1817 3680 . O!..~7 . ~. 14 
. 601 39. 503 423 1087 1742 1745 28 . 15 182C 3364 . Q!.>25 . 1470 
. 567 403 501 423 1092 1742 1745 28 . 12 1S2(:. 3186 . OSOS · )946 
. 573 401 501 422 1091 1741 174S 28 . )~ 182~ 2778 · )46; : o~87 
. 584 397 500 423 1080 1742 1745 28 . 15 1825 228' .041: · 3.0 
50 , 000 0 . 632 237 310 432 659 1793 177l, 17 . 08 un ?717 . O6~3 · J638 
. 623 243 31 6 431 6G6 1760 1760 17 . 37 11. 1 227' 6€ ! 26 
. 626 236 307 433 660 1773 1770 16 . 90 114.c: m:, . 0. ~. .' 1462 
. 624 236 307 432 661 1784 1765 16 . 96 11~ 7 . 0441 · '35 
Configuration P, r'iglna1 w1l.h 
30 , 000 0 . 592 634 804 443 1765 1763 1760 43.67 2876 6490, . OSI1 .87 
. 590 631 798 441 1759 1774 17SS 43 . 44 2876 5655 . 0,,60 16 
. 591 632 800 440 1710 1780 1760 43 . 67 2911 4955 . ~. 13 . ,,4. 1 
. 592 628 796 445 17 57 1718 17!:>5 43 . 23 2868 ·1311 . 0473 . ~396 
. 590 633 801 438 1 774. 1771 1 7S~ 43 . 74 2911 3228 . 0400 : :~:~! 
. 590 636 804 438 1719 1718 17:'5 43 . 92 2928 2243 .033, 
40, 000 0 . 590 395 500 417 1149 1812 1 ~80 28 . 07 1960 4073 . 0613 · )~,a 
. 593 394 500 410 1149 1810 1780 28 . 06 1 960 3475 . 0552 • )502 
. 584 394 49 6 414 1140 1797 1770 28 . 01 1936 2934 . 0496 · '423 
. 593 391 496 426 1139 1801 1780 27 . 57 1896 2408 • )4~o 3,3 
. 586 391 495 429 1130 1816 17'1~ 21 . ~1 1903 1901 .0396 
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ALTITUDE PERFORMANCE DATA 
Exhc1USl- EX!.:tU:lt- E:-:hnust- AJ't.~~rburr.~r Augm~nt~d Augm~nt~d Net Augmented Net thrust Eng1ne Afterburner MaAlrnUI'Il- Afterburner 
np2z1!'- r. zzl "- 00221- L:mperatur- Jet Jet thrust t net speCific combus .,. combustion after- preS8ure-
lr.l-n t· '"81 ar~H , rat10 , thrust, thrust P
n
, thrust fuel can - tlon effiCiency, burner 108B 
rGtll t .:rlp'!re.- AI,,' TlO/T~ P J' ratto, 1b ratio, sumptlon, efficl - nab shel l ratiO, pr~ssur" • tur" , Bq ft 1b PJ'Fj Fr/I'n (Wr , .+Wr ,ab) ency . tempera- PS-Pg Po, TID' n. ture , ~ __ l_t __ 11 Fn "R 
sQ ft. ,b. 
a:ra.1i:t",t" ;"\lnp. var'~8 .e.nd liner 
1 l , 'I 3.'1 1 . 86€ 4209 1.~90 ~~9~ 1.5~5 ~ . 126 0 . 990 0 . 589 1584 0 .08;;;-
1 71 'S3(\R 3 • .?9 1 . 89(. 4185 1 . 588 3370 1 . 531 2 . 748 . 990 . 704 1599 . 0818 
1; A4 ~199 3 . 19 1 . 829 410~ 1.:554 3288 1 .484 2 . 4-24 . 990 . 798 1588 . 0796 
1 7 3048 3 . 01 1 . 7~,0 3996 1.318 3173 1.436 2 .140 . 990 . 904 1559 . 0721 
l;.il~ .::"J3~ .:: . ~9 1.t>94 3809 1 . 252 2987 1.34C 1 . 918 . 990 . 955 1540 . 0644 
16\ <,329 2 . 
" 
1.~39 3446 1 . 143 2612 1 . 198 1 . 763 . 990 .844 1489 .0546 
997 ~11' 3 . 3':'1 1.793 26~4 1 . 353 2150 1 . 475 2 . 928 0 . 987 0 . 600 1590 0 . 0882 
1001 ~186 ~ . 24 1 . 802 26~7 1.349 2135 1.469 2 . 646 . 987 
. 68' 1592 . 0850 
'J(' "-Ie 7 ~ . 19 1 . 7V) 2~64 1.322 206' 1.43. 2 . 352 . 987 . 793 1610 . 08~6 
II)(. t?9 7 6 3 . n3 1.664 2484 1.286 197!:.! 1.~89 2 . 099 . 986 . 896 1600 • "779 
.1019 ,">6 ..... • • S 1.498 2372 1.210 1853 1.286 1.869 . 987 . 920 1<91 . 0677 
:O~ ,)2·~8 2 . 62 1 . 1..!,O 2193 1.108 1677 1.146 1. 75~ . 986 . 727 1460 .0598 
60. "11./ >1 3.31 1.680 1573 1.301 1260 1.406 3 . 0.9 0 . 967 0 . 5~5 1599 0.0952 
.9' ~U2 3 . '6 1 . 686 15~4 1.294. 1245 1.~96 2 . 146 . 966 . 617 1600 .0966 
elf, >9c: , 3 . 15 1 . 664 1491 1.280 U81 1.381 2 .48~ . 963 . 687 1610 . 091~ 
613 26116 2 . 96 1 . 487 1<52 1 . ?02 U39 1.273 2 . 198 . 967 . 707 1499 . 0816 
PC 'le9 2 . 6~ 1.179 1297 1 . 062 973 1.085 1. 923 . 967 ,486 1481 .0735 
w1th 8t:ralght~nlng van~s and liner 
"'662 34CA 3 . 19 1.962 6662 1.392 5127 1. 577 2 . 420 0 . 990 0 . 97' 161~ 0 .18U 
.ne) 29' 7 2 . 9' 1 . 101 6301 1.294 4761 1.431 2 . \56 . 990 . 95' 1582 . 0669 
>735 ,t72S i! . !2 1 . 567 5986 1.2<1 44:46 1.353 2 . 035 . 990 . 948 1569 . 06~4 
14 q 31: ., 3 . .0 2 . )34 3669 1 . 424 3185 1.522 2 . 572 0 . 990 0 . 841 1819 O. l886 
1414 ~ .. ~~"'I. 3 . 2 1 . ~'::'9 347( 1 . 355 2991 1 . 437 2 . 259 . 990 . 893 1570 
· '794 
1421 .::916 , . 'I 1 . 668 3273 1 . 279 2785 1 . 345 2 . 010 . 990 . 927 15~" . 0700 
1464 
'" 
.2 . 69 1 . 3!l9 2994 1.\5~ 2494 1.189 1.8M . 990 . 741 \489 
· '579 
1 91 3:"'48 3 . 00 2.032 H15 1.434 3587 1.59. 2 . 56~ 0 . 990 0 . 8~6 17~9 0 . 0856 
1"94 ~3::6 3 . :n 1.931 4214 1 . 391 3447 1.535 e . ~61 . 990 . 882 1587 . 0807 
1E.~. '·14? 3 . 13 1 . 101 4036 1.340 3212 1 . 467 2 . 188 . 990 . 914 1560 
· '726 
1£v -928 c . 92 1.614 3799 1.261 2987 1.357 1.961 . 990 . 943 1519 • )643 
~6 ): '4,6 2 . 7 1.401 3S~3 1 . 174 2734 1.23. 1 . 178 .990 . 808 1490 .0569 
lB6C ~. 66 3 . 2 . 133 5474 1 . 441 4198 1 . 675. 2 . 619 0 . '90 0.807 1772 0 . 0824 
1&7: ~346 3 . 2? 1.924 5~12 1.39,· ,019 1.599 2 . 290 . 990 . 90 • 1590 . 0768 
1"~4 '51C-'M 3 . 1 1. 78 495~ 1.343 3689 1.522 2 . 169 . 990 .914 1549 . 0707 
1910 970 2 . 92 1 . 648 4860 1.279 ~596 1.419 1 . 964.- . 990 . 947 1529 .06~~ 
1921 2614 2 . 75 1 . 495 4669 1.216 3376 1.325 1.875 . 990 . 901 15rO . 058~ 
10! 3 '5407 3 . 50 1.941 2713 1 . 400 2266 1.531 2 . 640 0 . 987 0.760 1736 0 . 0915 
1007 ~3)6 3 . 9 1.8ge 2722 1.370 2216 1.5O~ 2 .434 . 987 . 817 1590 .0870 
lC~ '0 n 3 . 1, 1. 761 2583 1.321 2078 1.433 2 . 262 . 987 . 833 1580 .0822 
101 c83~ 2 . 98 1.6L 2461 1.258 1952 1. 348 2 . 041 . 987 . 878 1528 . 0148 
1027 ~39." • 7:., 1.359 2255 1.151 1754 1.202 1.920 . 987 . 709 1483 . 0647 
·'11 ."-3·,';' 3 . 46 1.9~2 1729 1 . 394. 1383 1.547 2 . 786 0 . 967 0 . 714 1609 0 .1002 
'12 ~339 3 . 37 1.886 1690 1.376 1359 1.515 2 . 719 . 967 . 717 1600 . 0978 
614 '229 3 . o;;u 1.018 1641 1 . 346 1~20 1.470 2 . 564 . 967 . 743 1593 . ... 930 
-13 313" 3 . 16 1 . 793 1638 1.333 1298 1.460 2 . ~54 . 965 . 814 1571 . 0884 
G1A .)814 2 . 98 1.592 1535 1.260 1205 1.~57 2 . 243 . 967 . 7~8 154~ .08n 
<I' 2G94 2.89 1.,,23 1493 1.220 1162 1. 301 2 .082 . 967 . 788 1513 . 0145 
dl.-t;rlbutlon with unlor1f1c:e spray bar 
'9, 3465 ~ . , 1.982 2749 1 . 4.-11 2250 1.553 2 . 566 0 . 985 0.815 
---- 0 . 0916 
983 3308 3 . 22 1.899 2690 1.376 2173 1.511 2 . 530 . 985 . 791 
---- . 0940 
989 32t.1 3 . 16 1.870 2657 1.362 2146 1.490 2 . 418 . 985 . 828 
----
. 0911 
994 321" ~ . 10 1.847 2614 1. 352 2130 1.469 2 . 35~ . 985 . 843 ---- . 0898 
99~ 3092 3 . 01 1 . 776 2568 1.322 2078 1.43( 2 . 215 . 985 . 875 
----
.0853 
994 c:9f'>7 ~ . 89 1 . 669 2480 1 . 217 1982 1.373 2 . 074 . 985 . 901 
----
.0796 
·96 3348 3 . 50 1.867 1657 1.375 1~29 1.515 2 . 926 0 . 96~ 0 . 666 
----
0 . 0956 
6~6 3228 3 . 17 1 . 834 1622 1.355 1294- 1.489 2 . 646 . 963 . 733 
----
. 0901 
6r1 'il4-S 3 . 06 1.114 1578 1.329 1255 1..453 2 . 527 . 962 .743 
---- . 0894-
6(.7 2912 2 . 89 1.6~2 1514 1.266 1191 1.364 2 . 204 . 961 . 815 
---- . 0817 
fuel dlat.rJb:.JUon away from shell 
1..,64 .536~ 3 . 28 1.907 4189 1.85G 3389 1.502 2 . 765 0 . 990 0 . 720 1912 o . 11~9 
1~6"l ~381 ~.28 1.909 4166 1 .8" 3374 1 . 494 2 . 528 . 990 . 816 1949 .11 26 
1576 .'~:n 3 . 16 1.815 4090 1. 791 ~286 1.442 2 . 389 . 990 . 829 I9h; .1096 
1.7"'- ~.i'06 3 . 04 1.80~ ~976 1. 765 3182 1.412 2 . 256 . 990 .913 1790 .1~7 
1~9~ "34 2 . 92 1 . 600 3799 1.664 3004 1.316 2 . 04-4 .990 .886 1722 .1020 
lGOA &::" :~ ) . 1:'1 1.416 3581 1.560 278~ 1.212 1.858 . 990 . 878 1600 . 0961 
1·08 ~c3 3.25 1.83. 2719 1.339 2221 1 . 450. 2 . 716 0 . 987 0 . 701 18~8 0 .1227 
Ill< ~60 3 . 19 1 . 81e 2692 1 . 321 219~ 1.4~~ 2.418 . 987 . 781 1804 . 1175 
1_ ~~·7 3 . 17 1 . 78" 2631 1.306 2141 1.4;;5 2 . 275 . 987 , 863 1832 . 1211 
}I'}. )910 2.98 1 . 649 ;491 1 . 255 1995 1.340 2 . 151 . 987 , 842 1716 . 1099 
1···1U .:779 ".'9 1 . 530 2383 1. 20' 1894 1.273 2 . 008 . 987 . 856 1661 . :;. )62 
Iv~l 4JA ; . 75 1 . 341 2294 1.123 1798 1.163 1.909 .987 . 716 1610 . 1 )43 
---------- - --- ----------~--~--~-~~-----' 
(a ) Photograph of installation . 

































~~ull-tY1le pneumatic thrust cell 
~ 
CD-2833 Flexure-plate fulcrum 
2937 . 
(b) Schematic diagram. of engine installation Bh~1ng thrust-measuring 
system and instrumentation stations. 
Figure 1. - Concluded. Turbojet engine e'luipped 'With afterburner and installed in 















I. 4l"f" -+- /' 
Turbine-outlet gas-
straightening vanes 
(configurations B, C, D, and E) 





~ A and F) 
(a) Flame-holder and spray-bar locations. 
1+2 •10, 
4 struts; 
total blocked area, 
9.28 sq. in. 
18 . 7" diam. 
diam. 
(b) Flame- holder details . 





















O. 020±0 . 000:: ",,~ 
-l~l" ~ A-A 32 7 " ~-----------------~--------------- 616 
Bar O.D. 
Bar LD. 
(a) Spray pat ern snd sprs., bar lsed in ~onfiguration A. 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 












Diffuser r 48 ,. 2~"  
A All holes A-A 
O. 020±0 . OOO~ " 
29 
she 11________ 
~~ _____________ ~ __________ ~ r After-
: turner 
'-H-------~r__------+_----+----+_----_+_---' O.D. ~ 1/4:: I she 11 
LD . ~ 1/8 
7" • 
(0) Spray pactern and spraJ" bar ussd in configurations B and C. ~











































30" 2 " ~-----------------432 --------A--~-------------··~I ·--- 232 ----0-.D-.-----L~/4~'~' 
r .D. lis" 
~~-----~r---~r-------r-------1-----~r---~----+---~O~A-l-l-hJ010SJ~ 





(d) SprfiY pai tern and spr"-., ''Ir ,sed 1n configuration E. ~
Figure 3. - Continued. Fuel-distrltu'Cion pat >erns Imd sprs . .-- t''1r designs. 
Afterburner 
f uel i nlet 











3 " 4-3<:. 
/ 
O.D. 
LD . All holes " ~













) ~ (e Spray pattern and spray bar used in configurat ion F. ~ 
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Figure 4. - Turbine-outlet gas-straightening vanes, vortex generators, and internal 




Figure 5. - Ceramic-coated corrugated liner installed in afterburner for configurations C, D, and E, as viewed in upstream 
direction. 




















• Static-pressure tube (wall or rake) 









NACA RM E53F10 
(a) Engine inlet , station 1 , 21 inches upstream of 
leading edge of compressor - inlet guide vanes . (b) Diffuser outlet, station 6 , 37ft inches downstream of turbine - outlet 11a~ge . 
(c) Afterbur ner outer shell , station 8 , 7~ inches 
downstream of turb ine - out l et f lange . 
3 (d) Nozzle inlet , station 9, 90T inches 
downstream of turbine - outlet rlange . 
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Configuration A Percent rated Configuration B 
(without vanes) engine speed (with vanes) 
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-0. I 
























+' ~ 0 Q) 
E 
& 20,000 
• 30,000 0 40,000 <> 
50,000 0 
~ I ,... ,... f\.. 
.n 
..0 ~ ~ 
A A X A 
...,.. ]i Q) g 0, 
- 20 ... H 
.--I 
" ~ ~I .--I Q) .<:1 ............. MaXimum OJ angle of rotation or< 
H 
(or rake AI Q) ~ +' I I I :3 I -40 0 
o 2 4 6 8 10 
Passage depth, in. 
(b ) Varying altitude; 100-percent rated engine speed. 
Figure 7. - Effect of engine speed and alt itude on turbine-outlet gas 
whirl a t flight Ma ch number of 0 .6 . 
35 
- ---- -----.~-~--------~-~-----' 
~ --- ~-
I 1 Pressure Configuration ~ Static Total 
.-
---.-- -0-- A (without vanes ) 
- ___ - -0- B (with vanes ) I 
~ I 
rl ~r rl Q) ..c: ro 



















_ --t.)- 'H ;:S ..-I 
0 ~ :-0-- A ~ ---.. . .-. 





"'0,' ',J I .~ - - - - .4 
" ro 
;:S 
'H .. - - - - --~~ 
'H 
..-I 1600 A ~ 
o 2 4 6 8 10 
Passage depth, in. 
Figure 8 . - Eff ect of turbine-outlet straightening vanes and vortex gener ator s 
on diffuser-outlet total-pressure profile. Altitude, 30,000 feet; flight 
Mach number, 0.6. 
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0 A ~ without vanes) 
LI B with vanes ) 
_16 
Net r eduction pr essure 
loss due to vanes 
. 12 




-- Pressure loss through 
. 08 
1- -- - turbine - outlet va nes 






(a ) Altitude , 50 , 000 fe et . 
I I I I 
Net reduction pressure 
_12 loss due to vanes 





I I--f Pres sure loss through 
--
-- turbine- outlet vanes 
--
--- +--1- -- ~ j-----z: ..-1- - J..1 l:::::-::::: ~ 
~ I---~ ~ I---
. 04 D-
o .01 . 02 . 03 . 04 
After bur ner fuel- air r atio , fab 
(b ) Altitude , 30 , 000 feet . 
. 05 . 06 
Figure 9 - Ef fect of turbine -outlet ga s- straightening vanes , vor tex generators, and 
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Configuration Average calculated turbine-
outlet gas temperature, ~ 
0 A (without vanes) 1825 




~ (~ r---o.. I---
-
I- "'"rl--r-- ~ f-..... 
Ll ~ 1:> 
Configuration Average calculated turbine-
outlet gas temperature, oR 
0 A (without vanes) 1782 
A B (with vanes) 1745 
30,000 
I,( 
~ ..:- '" ~ ~ K ~ 
..... ~ ~ 
"-
'-.......A ~ T 
.03 . 04 . 05 .06 . 07 
Afterburner fuel-air ratio, fab 
(a) Afterburner combustion efficiency (equivalent radial 
fuel distribution). 
Figure 10. - Effect of turbine-outlet straightening vanes and vortex gener-


































Configuration Average calculated turbine- Configuration Average calculated turbine-
outlet gas temperature, ~ outlet gas temperature, oR 
OA (without vanes) 
f---
OA (without vanes) I---1825 1782 
3600 





/ /' ~ 
---
3200 
Altitude, 50,000 ft. / ~, V /L Altitude, 30,000 ft 
/p AI Jj V 
3000 
V V ~ A 
V 17 
?800 
[7 , I~ 
/ r/ 
2600 
/ / J A dj 6 
2400 ~ 
- - -- - , - -.. 
Afterrurner fuel -air ratio, fab 
(t) Exhaust -gas total temperature (e~uivalent radial fuel distribution). 
Figure 10 . - Continued. Effect of tur bine-outlet straightening vanes and vortex generators. Flight ~ach 
























































Altitude , ~ ft 
50 , 000 ~) ~ 
/ ~ 
'-'/ 
Configuration Aver age calculated turbine-
outlet gas temperature , oR 
0 A (wi thout vanes ) 1825 
A B (with va nes) 1754 
~ 
~ ~ ~ 
..---





Configur ation Aver age calculated tur bine-
7 outlet gas temper ature , oR 0 A (wi t hout vanes) 1782 A B (with vanes ) 1745 
~ I" 
. 03 . 04 " . 05 . 06 . 07 
Afterburner fuel -air rat i o, fab 
(c ) Augmented jet t hrust r atio (equivalent radial fuel 
distribution) . 
Figure 10 . - Continued. Effect of turbine - outlet straightening vanes and 
























































2 .5 I V ~ 0/ 
c . 3 V 
V 
LA 
/ ~ V Altitude , 
2 . 1 
ft V V~ 50 ,000 LI 
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Figur e 10 . - Concluded. Effec t of turb ine-out let s t raightening vanes and 
vor tex generat ors . Fl ight Mach number, 0. 6 . 
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Figure 11. - Continued. Effect of fuel distribution. F l ight Mach number, 0.6. 
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(d) Net thrust specific fuel consumption . 
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Figure 12 . - Effect of tur bine - outlet ga s- straightening vanes and vor tex 
generators, ceramic - coated ~orrugated liner, and fuel distribution on 
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Figure 13. - Effect of turbine- outlet total pressure on afterburner shell temperature 
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(d) Net thrust specific fuel consumption. 
Figure 14. - Concluded. Efre~t of altitude on performance of configura-
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Figure 15 . - Effect of flight Mach number on performance of configuration D. 
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Figure 15. - Concluded . Effect of flight Mach number on performance of 
configuratio~ D. Altitude, 30,000 feet. 
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Figure 16. - Effect of turbine-outlet total pressure on combustion efficiency 
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( c ) Exhaust-no~zle area for various flight conditions. 
Figure 17 . - Concluded . Generalization of afterburnin g jet thrust 
for configura t ion D. 
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